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LinearBedroom Collection
The Linear Rimu Bedroom Collection from Sorenmobler is a classic design 
from New Zealand Rimu. It incorporates those quality, Sorenmobler features 
which customers have grown to expect from New Zealand’s Premier Solid 
Timber Furniture Manufacturer. 

6 Drawer Dresser & Mirror  - 1785h x 1350w x 475d
Mirror - 980h x 800w6 Drawer Chest - 1160h x 1020w x 475d

6 Drawer Lowboy - 800h x 1350w x 475d

2 Drawer Bedsider - 570h x 545w x 475d

Linear Classic Bedstead
Queen - 1680w x 1250h
King
Superking

Linear Panel Headboard
Queen - 1620w x 1215h
King
Superking

Eco protect  Sustainability is a key issue when sourcing 
quality New Zealand furniture from native timbers, and 
Sorenmobler source all of their timber from sustainably 
managed forest blocks. It is a Ministry of Forestry 
requirement that all native timber is milled with an approved 
permit and that the miller ensures the ongoing ecological 
viability of the forest by planting a number of seedlings for 
every tree milled.

Whisper smooth drawer runners  These super smooth 
German-made runners glide effortlessly on a patented 4 
way ball bearing system. Guaranteed for life, they carry a 
25kg load rating and a unique self-closing mechanism to 
prevent rollout.

Tuff coat  Multi-stage, smooth and durable, Sorenmobler’s 
two-pack finishing system enhances and protects,  
giving a long lasting, beautifully smooth and easy  
care finish.

Intalock drawers  Solid timber drawers utilising the 
legendary dovetail construction method. Absent from most 
imported or lesser quality furniture but used universally on 
quality Sorenmobler furniture. This centuries-old drawer 
joining system utilises an interlocking dovetail join for 
exceptional strength and longevity. Sorenmobler drawers 
are polished for easy care use.

Sorenmobler not only produce high quality, well designed 
furniture but can also offer exceptional delivery on this 
Linear Collection of fine Rimu Bedroom Furniture. Due to our 
flexible daily scheduling and component storage we are able 
to offer a prompt order to dispatch serivce.

Solid Feature grade New Zealand Rimu is showcased through-out this collection in the 
30mm thick cabinet tops and richly grained drawer fronts. Inherent in this character 
grade of Rimu are minor inconsistencies in the surface finish. Premium grade veneers 
are utilised where ever stability is paramount such as in the cabinet end panels and 
headboard panels.

www.sorenmobler.co.nz


